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As government tax revenues continued to decline before and after the war of 1812, the United States needed to raise funds to pay off debts and cover the costs of running the federal government. The 1816 tariff placed a high tax on English cotton fabric in an attempt to protect New England's textile
industry. Tariffs eventually spread to other imported goods such as wool, hemp and iron. However, the use of tariffs has become a political tool for eliminating sectional differences rather than an economic tool for solving the country's financial problems. The use of tariffs has become a political tool to
eliminate sectional differences rather than an economic tool for solving the country's financial problems. Owners of northern and western businesses and politicians knew that southern citizens relied more on imported finished products than they did, so these tariffs would affect the southern consumer
more than the north and west. Passage of the tariff of 1828 was the culmination of this sectional struggle, as this tariff raised taxes by 35%-38% on more than 90% of all imported goods. This abomination tariff, as it was known in the south, has led to increased divisions at all levels of government. This
abomination tariff, as it was known in the south, has led to increased divisions at all levels of government. There was open disagreement between President Andrew Jackson and his vice president, John K. Calhoun of South Carolina, about the tariff. It is seen as a sectional conspiracy to force a slave
holding in the south to either support northern businesses because of rising industrial prices or pay the federal government's costs disproportionately (remember, the South bought more imports so they would pay more taxes). As a result, South Carolina began to advocate the possibility of declaring the
tariff invalid. It is an action that eventually led to the crisis of nullification and ultimately the actions of President Jackson to sign the tariff of 1832 and 1833, which began to ease the burden on South Carolina and other southern states. However, Calhoun resigned as Vice President Jackson at the end of
1832 in protest of tariffs. The economic brainchild of Alexander Hamilton and the central part of Hamilton's financial plan, the Bank of the United States (BUS), is seen as a tool to stabilize the American economy after the War of Independence. However, Southern politicians (including Jefferson) saw it as
a power grab by northern merchants and the weakening of local and state banks. However, just as after the War of Independence the American economy needs a central bank to help stabilize the national economic system. Thus, the Bank The States were re-chartered in 1816 for another 20 years.
Although it was re-chartered, the bank became a lightning rod for conflict as soon as Andrew Jackson was elected to the presidency in the Although the bank was re-chartered, it became a lightning rod for conflict after Andrew Jackson was elected president in 1828. Jackson and the Democrats saw the
bank as a tool for the rich (just like Jefferson) and wanted to kill the bank. Numerous conflicts with the president of banks Nicholas Biddle and attempts to abolish the charter of banks before the elections of 1832 eventually became known as the Banking War. Henry Clay and Senator Daniel Webster of
Massachusetts fought for a rewrite of the bank in 1832 and were able to get a re-charter bill passed through Congress, thinking that Jackson would not risk an economic downturn in an election year. Playing in front of his masses of ordinary people and relying on the class rhetoric of war, Jackson issued
his exhilarating veto message and vetoed the bill. The veto was not overturned by Clay, Webster, and their supporters, and the bank was eventually killed when the statute expired in 1836. After the death of the 2nd Bank of the United States, the country entered a free banking era in which short-lived
state banks more than saw most of monetary policy and transactions. After the death of the 2nd Bank of the United States, the country entered a free banking era in which short-lived state banks more than saw most of monetary policy and transactions. The third component of Clay's American system was
an attempt to combine the economic views of Hamilton's industrial society and the agrarian Jefferson through a connecting system of roads and canals. Connecting the agricultural south with the industrialized North and the expanding West will ensure economic engagement and prosperity for all as they
depend on each other. Clay and others believed that connecting regions economically with transport routes could reduce the sectional conflicts that plague the country. Clay and others believed that connecting regions economically with transport routes could reduce the sectional conflicts that plague the
country. In 1830, Congress passed a bill to supplement part of the Cumberland Road system known as Maysville Road. President Andrew Jackson intervened again and vetoed the bill. He argued that the federal government should not fund construction projects that occurred entirely within one state. In
this case, the state was Kentucky, the home state of Jackson's political foe, Henry Clay. Even with this failure hundreds of miles of roads were built during this time. These projects became part of the National Road and connected existing cities and river systems, while encouraging further expansion to
the west due to easier access to supplies and transportation. Even in the case of conflicts and disputes over various projects, significant progress has been made in linking the regions. Teh The canal was a major engineering feat and an economic boon for the western and northern regions. Using the
Great Lakes and a number of canals, Western farmers were able to transport their crops to the seaports of New York and then to the rest of the world. Using the Great Lakes and a number of canals, Western farmers were able to transport their crops to the seaports of New York and then to the rest of the
world. Construction began in 1817 and was opened in 1825 at a cost of $7.1 million ($109 million in today's money). The massive increase in trade in finished products in the west and cheaper food coming east and then shipped to the world strengthened New York as the financial capital of the United
States. Revenues collected from fees along the canal covered construction costs for several years and contributed significantly to the federal budget. This article is part of a series about Henry Clay Early Law and the Political Career of the Family of the U.S. House speaker of the House of War 1812 The
Second Bank of the United States Missouri Compromise Secretary of State Corrupt Deals U.S. Senator from Kentucky Nullification Crisis Bank Of War Wig Party Compromise 1850 Presidential Election 1824 1832 1844 American System Ashland Clay in the Law Office of Charlotte Dupuis the Great
Triumvirate Death in the State v. A: Walk and see the new improved great original American system! Cells are labeled as: House, consumption, internal, improvisation. This 1831 cartoon ridiculing Clay's American system depicts monkeys labeled as different parts of the country's economy, stealing each
other's resources (food) with commentators describing it as either big or deceitful. The American system was an economic plan that played an important role in American politics in the first half of the 19th century. Rooted in the ideas of American School Alexander Hamilton, the plan consisted of three
mutually strengthening parts: a tariff to protect and promote American industry; National Trade Promotion Bank; and federal subsidies for roads, canals and other domestic improvements to develop profitable markets for agriculture. (Attribution needed) Congressman Henry Clay was a major supporter of
the plan and was the first to call it the American system. The History Plan to Strengthen and Unite the Nation, the American System, has been put forward by the Whig Party and a number of leading politicians, including Henry Clay and John quincy Adams. Motivated by a growing U.S. economy backed
by large exports such as cotton, tobacco, native tud and resin, they sought to create a structure to expand trade. This system included policies such as: Supporting high tariffs to protect U.S. industries and generate revenue for the federal government to maintain high public Prices to generate federal
revenue Saving Bank of the United States to stabilize the currency and rein in risky state and local banks develop a system of internal improvements (such as roads and canals) that will knit the nation together and be financed by tariffs and land sales Clay protested that the West, which opposes the tariff,
should support it because the city workers of the plant will be consumers of Western food. According to Clay, the southern countries (which also opposed high tariffs) should support them because of the ready-made cotton market in the northern mills. This last argument was a weak link. In the south, the
country never supported the American system and had access to a large volume of markets for cotton exports. Part of the American system was adopted by the United States Congress. The second United States bank was rechartered in 1816 for 20 years. High tariffs were first proposed by Alexander

Hamilton in his 1791 manufacturing report, but were not approved by Congress until the 1816 tariff. Tariffs were subsequently raised until they peaked in 1828 after the so-called abomination tariff. After the zero crisis in 1833, tariffs remained the same until the Civil War. However, the national system of
internal improvements has never been adequately funded; failure to do so is due in part to sectional jealousy and constitutional squabbles about such expenditures. In 1830, President Jackson rejected a bill that would allow the federal government to purchase shares in Maysville, Washington, Paris, and
the Lexington Turnpike Road Company, which was organized to build a road linking Lexington and the Ohio River, in full of which would be in Kentucky. Jackson's veto on Maysville Road was related both to his personal conflict with Clay and to his ideological objections. The main points: the
establishment of a protective tariff, a tax of 20-25% on imported goods, will protect the country's business from foreign competition. In 1816, Congress passed a tariff that made European goods more expensive and encouraged consumers to buy relatively cheap American-made goods. The creation of a
national bank would contribute to the creation of a single currency, to the re-establishment of trade and the issuance of so-called sovereign credit, i.e. loans issued by the national Government rather than those borrowed from the private banking system. In 1816, Congress created the Second Bank of the
United States. Improving the country's infrastructure, especially transport systems, has made trade easier and easier for all. Bad roads have made transportation slow and expensive. The American system became the leading principle of the Whig party of Henry Clay and Daniel Webster. It was opposed
by the Democratic Andrew Jackson, Martin Van Buuren, James K. Polk, Franklin Pierce and James Buchanan before the Civil War, often on the grounds that point it was unconstitutional. Among the most important internal improvements created under the American system was Cumberland Road. Henry
Clay's American System, developed after the War of 1812, remains one of the most historically significant examples of the country's government-sponsored harmonization and balance program of agriculture, trade and industry. This system consisted of three mutually reinforcing parts: a tariff to protect
and promote American industry; National Trade Promotion Bank; and federal subsidies for roads, canals and other domestic improvements to develop profitable markets for agriculture. Funds for these subsidies will be obtained through tariffs and the sale of public land. Clay argued that a vigorously
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